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Abstract

PARSIFAL is a Horizon 2020 project, started on May 2017, with the aim to design an innovative aircraft, based on the
“PrandtlPlane” (PrP) configuration, for the civil aviation of the future. The PrP configuration allows us to reduce the
fuel consumption and the external noise, especially during low speed flight. The high aerodynamic performances are
used to limit the span to 36m, compliant with ICAO Aerodrome Reference Code C standard, and to extend the payload
capacity to 250-350 passengers without significant penalties of aerodynamic efficiency. The paper presents the overall
characteristics of this innovative aircraft and how the PrP configuration could allow to improve the civil air transport of
the future, as far as aircraft manufacturers, airports, airlines and passengers are concerned; in particular, some aspects
of the architectural solutions and the aerodynamic design and optimization are underlined in subsonic and transonic
regimes. Some details are given here on the fuselage design and the lifting system.

1. Introduction

Project PARSIFAL (Prandtlplane ARchitecture for
the Sustainable Improvement of Future AirpLanes)
has been financed on January 2017 by the Euro-
pean Community in the framework of Horizon 2020,
call MG1.4 “Breakthrough Innovation”. The main
challenges to be faced in the project are: increment
of air traffic, cutting emissions, drastic reduction of
noise per passenger, comfort improvement, reduction
of turnaround time, reduction of landing speed, more
safety on board and, also, to set up new tools for the
design of a wide spectrum of PrandtlPlane aircraft
with different cruise speed/payload/range.
PARSIFAL aims at facing these challenges by in-
troducing into service innovative aircraft with the
“PrandtlPlane” (PrP) configuration [1] and, in par-
ticular, with a medium size commercial aircraft. The
PrP configuration, in honor of L. Prandtl, is based on
the Best Wing System (BWS), introduced by Prandtl
in 1924 [2] and consisting into a properly designed box
wing in the front view; the BWS has the minimum
induced drag among all the lifting systems with the
same total lift and wing span. The efficiency of the
BWS increases with the ratio (h/b) between the verti-
cal gap of horizontal wings (h) and the span (b); thus,
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the limitation of the wing span with a given gap can
allow us to improve h/b and to reduce the disadvan-
tage of the span limitation.
In the next twenty years air traffic will be nearly the
double of today, but very limited (or none) expansion
of airport areas will be available, including the regional
airports. Thus, the wing span of the PARSIFAL air-
craft, limited to 36m, is compatible with ICAO (Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organization) Aerodrome Ref-
erence Code C, the typical standard for the airports
of the regional/continental air traffic, used (among
others) by Boeing 737 and Airbus A320. PARSIFAL
project aims at increasing the payload up to the up-
per aircraft category (as, for example, of Boeing 767
and Airbus A330) without penalties of efficiency mean-
while operating from the ICAO-C airports.
The previous challenges will never be fulfilled by con-
ventional airplanes, because it is impossible to satisfy
the performances requested and, at the same time, to
comply the new requirements on the green aviation. In
fact, the conventional aircraft have grown up to their
maximum potential and, hence, have very small mar-
gins to improve their efficiency.
Other candidate configurations for future aviation are
the Blended Wing Body (BWB) and Truss Braced
Wings (TBW) concepts (Fig. 1).

Together with some possible benefits and weight
saving, the Blended Wing Body configuration [3]
presents many critical drawbacks, as: BWB solution
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(a) Blended Wing Body

(b) Truss Braced Wings

Figure 1. Concepts of innovative configurations

is conceived for very large aircraft and, in the case of
medium size aircraft, cannot be restricted to 36m span;
the aerodynamic efficiency of a BWB is lower than
PrP’s one; emergency evacuation, flight comfort dur-
ing roll maneuvers and static stability of flight could
be very critical; lateral control is another open chal-
lenge.
The Truss Braced Wings concept aims at reducing the
induced drag by improving the overall span of a con-
ventional tube and wing; the consequent structural
and aeroelastic disadvantages are resolved by connect-
ing the wings to the fuselage by means of struts. Both
the requirements of increased payload and reduced
span in order to operate from ICAO-C airports cannot
be fulfilled at the same time.
The research activities conducted in the last years
on Aerodynamics (e.g. [4], [5]), Structures ( [6], [7]),
Flight Mechanics ( [8], [9]), Aeroelasticity ( [10], [11]),
etc. have shown that the PrP configuration is more
flexible compared to the other innovative aircraft con-
cepts proposed so far to satisfy the new ACARE re-
quirements in civil aviation. The aerodynamic effi-
ciency of the PrP configuration allows us to improve
the payload capacity for a given span, to reduce emis-
sions during cruise and, in particular, during take-off
and landing phases, where the induced drag is max-

imum and noise could be minimized correspondingly.
The challenge of safety can be faced successfully be-
cause stall is smooth, pitch control is actuated with
a pure couple and ailerons are positioned on both
the wing tips. The structural efficiency is an open
question; from one side the chords of the single wing
are smaller and the local bending stiffness is reduced;
from another side, the box wing is over-constrained
to the fuselage with the consequent increase of stiff-
ness. Other aspects to be solved during the project are
the comfort during flight and the reduction of time for
ground operations. The PrP configuration allows us to
integrate different propulsion systems; in the project
at hand, the solution with turbofan engines on the rear
fuselage is adopted, but other solutions are fully com-
patible (i.e. open rotors), contrary to conventional
aircraft. At the end of the project, the participants
aim to demonstrate the economic benefits for airport
companies, aircraft manufacturers, air transport com-
panies, passengers and society, by introducing the PrP
aircraft into the market.
PARSIFAL started on May 2017, and will fin-
ish in 2020; the participants are: Pisa University
(Italy), Technische Universiteit Delft (Netherlands),
ONERA-Office National d’Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales, Paris Meudon, (France), ENSAM-
Ecole Nationale Superieure d’Arts et Metiers, Bor-
deaux (France), DLR-Deutsches Zentrum Fuer Luft-
Und Raumfahrt Ev Hamburg (Germany), SkyBox En-
gineering, Pisa (Italy). Pisa University is the project
coordinator and responsible also of aeroelasticity, dis-
semination and exploitation; TU Delft is responsible
for mechanics and dynamics of flight, and propulsion;
ONERA is responsible of aerodynamics, ENSAM will
design the aircraft structures; DLR is responsible of
the design requirements and the comparison with con-
ventional aircraft; SkyBox is responsible of the opti-
mization of the overall configuration of the aircraft.
The baseline configuration of PARSIFAL will be ana-
lyzed and assessed under the supervision of an Advi-
sory Board composed by representative stakeholders of
most important aircraft manufacturers in Europe, air-
lines and airport management companies and eminent
personalities of European Academia and Research In-
stitutions.

2. PARSIFAL proposal for a new air transport

The air traffic is constantly increasing in the last
decades, with an average rate of about 5% and with a
peak in the Eastern Asia; contrary to what it could be
expected, the main increment occurs along the conti-
nental and domestic routes, to comply with the point
to point traffic request.
All the experts agree that this trend will continue
in the next decades with the same rate of today or
greater, and also that the main air traffic increments
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will occur along the short-medium routes (maximum
4.000Km), with a peak around 1.000Km, as repre-
sented in the air traffic forecast for 2032 (Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Air traffic demand: forecast for 2032 [12]

The airports deputed to sustain this increment are
the ICAO Aerodrome Reference Code C, typical of re-
gional/continental traffic, where the aircraft wing span
is limited to 36m and the main landing gear span is
in the range 6-9m. The aircraft used today to sat-
isfy this kind of service are the well know Boeing 737
and Airbus A320 families, with a capacity of about
180 passengers in one class and a peak of about 220
passengers in the case of Airbus A321(fuselage length
equal to 44m).
Figure 3 represents the aircraft produced by the two
main competitors worldwide inside the pax-range dia-
gram. The capacity of PARSIFAL with 36m span and
44m long (the same as A321) ranges from 310 to 330
seats in a single class (but a solution with two decks,
not shown here, could allow to embark about 350-400
passengers). The route lengths are typically separated
in medium and long ones, corresponding to continental
and intercontinental flights. The actual utilizations of
aircraft depend on geographical and economical situ-
ations; some details can be obtained from the data of
Literature on the air traffic worldwide.

Figure 4 presents an overview of air traffic on the
world’s busiest air routes (Figure 4a) during 2015, and
the same data in USA, Europe, India and Australia (b,
c, d, e, respectively). As said before, the first nine bus-
iest routes are domestic ones with a maximum range
of 839nm and a number of passengers between 11 and
4 million per year. In Europe the busiest routes are
no longer than 330nm (even though a lot of longer
routes are present with a significant air traffic), about
1000nm in India, about 2200nm in the USA and less
than 1800 nm in Australia.

Another interesting remark from Figure 4 is the
great number of flights/day along the busiest roots,

Figure 3. Civil aircraft market (Pax-Range Diagram)

with consequent increment of air pollution and noise
in those airport areas; similar examples exist also
in South America (e.g. S. Paulo-Rio de Janeiro in
Brazil).
The low cost air companies have improved their traf-
fic, and the trend is expected to continue in the next
decades in the same segments of route lengths, while
the airport slots will be saturated in a short time: con-
sequently an increment of the aircraft capacity will be
the challeng of the future. Conventional aircraft have
reached both their maximum capacity and efficiency.
PARSIFAL is concieved to fill these gaps by trasport-
ing 310-330 passengers per flight; it also could reduce
the number of flights to nearly the half.
Among the proposed new configurations for future avi-
ation, the PrandtlPlane is the only one which sat-
isfy the requirements of increasing the payload signif-
icantly with a limited span of 36m or, equivalently, it
allows us to improve the transport capacity and, also,
to distribute this traffic to a largest possible number
of airports.
PARSIFAL is breakthrough innovation project; inno-
vation is conceived here as the mean to reduce the
costs and improve the efficiency for all the actors of
air traffic: aircraft manufacturers, airport companies,
air transport companies, citizens and passengers.
The advantages provided by PARSIFAL project are
summarized in the following:

• To fill the gap of the continental aircraft with a
greater number of passengers compared to the
B737-A320 families; to improve the air traffic
with the same airport areas of today, as depicted
in Figure 3;

• To transport a larger number of passengers per
flight in order to decongestion the hubs by re-
ducing the number of flights per day and by eas-
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Figure 4. A preliminary view of air traffic all over the world

ily improving the transportation along the short
and very crowded routes;

• To produce economical benefits for the air trans-
port companies due to reduction of the costs (re-
duced costs per unit of transport and increment
of traffic). Economical benefits are extended to
airport companies as well, due to increment of
passengers. Benefits derive also to passengers,
thanks to higher comfort and lower costs at the
same time; benefits for citizens are obtained by
reducing noxious pollution and fuel consump-
tion;

• Possibility to activate new routes connecting mi-
nor airports, thanks to the take-off and landing
capability of PARSIFAL from shorter runways.

Another possibility to increment the air traffic with
PARSIFAL is associated to a significant reduction of
the turnaround time in the airports; this can lead to a
better utilization of an airplane (i.e. more flights per

day). The turnaround time, for domestic/continental
flights, depends primarily on the boarding procedures
(both of passengers and luggage), and this is strictly
related to the interior design of the fuselage. Figure 5a
shows a sketch of a section, with the following charac-
teristics: the cabin aisle is 700mm wide, the arrang-
ment is ’2-4-2’ (8 seats abreast); 2 hand luggage can
be embarked on the cabin by any passenger; a third
door between the front and the rear one could be in-
stalled, and in this case the passenger capacity is equal
to 308 units (Figure 5b); each door is provided with
autonomous stairs. The engines are positioned in the
rear part of the fuselage, and very high by-pass ratio
solutions are possible. The undercarriage are designed
in order to have a small cleareance of the aircraft from
the ground. The cargo deck is continuous, because
the main landing gear is positioned on lateral spon-
sons, and it has a volumetric capacity higher than the
present aircraft of the same category; it allows us to
embark and disembark cargo and luggage more quickly
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than present, through a front and a rear door. A sketch
of the initial design of the aircraft is shown in Figure 6.

(a) Sketch of the ’2-4-2’ cabin section

(b) High-density cabin arrangement

Figure 5. Interiors arrangement

3. Preliminary aerodynamic design and opti-
mization

The preliminary aerodynamic design of the aircraft
starts with the definition of the requirements of the
typical mission.
The mission requirements are assumed as inputs to a
constrained optimization procedure, where the objec-
tive function is the global efficiency in subsonic flight
with the constraints of static stability of flight and
trim; the outputs of the optimization are families of
configurations for any wing load on the front wing and
rear wing, set as constraints in each analysis; the con-
figurations are defined by aircraft lifting system plan-
forms together with the aerodynamic and geometric
characteristics (e.g. twist and sweep angles, lift distri-
bution along the span, wing loading on the horizontal
wings, etc); the constrained optimization process is
carried out by means of AEROSTATE, an in house
developed code. Payload, preliminary empty weight
distribution and fuel weights are taken into account in
the optimization, which is conducted for a set of fam-
ilies based on the maximum wing loads (500, 600, 700
Kg/mq); the main correlations between the design pa-
rameters and the global performances of the aircraft
are relevant results. More details about the optimiza-
tion procedure in subsonic regime can be found in [13].
The aerodynamic solver is AVL (Athena Vortex Lat-
tice) code, a Vortex Lattice Method (VLM). As the

cruise phase is performed at high speed and the flight
condition is transonic, some calibrations were neces-
sary in order to increase the fidelity of aerodynamic
results (VLM codes cannot take the compressibility
effects into account). The first calibration is carried
out by defining the thresholds of the transonic per-
formances of a set of selected supercritical airfoils, in
terms of Drag Rise Mach and maximum lift coeffi-
cient. A database of airfoils performances and aerody-
namic characteristics was built by means of bidimen-
sional CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) analy-
ses for different Mach numbers and angles of attack;
then, a comparison between the aerodynamic proper-
ties stored in the database and those calculated for
each configuration during the potential optimization
procedure is performed, in order to detect and remove
the configurations which show Drag Rise effects, ac-
cording to the ’infinite wing’ model. However, as the
transonic phenomena are strongly tridimensional, and
the low fidelity model is meaningless in the tip and
root regions of the wings, a second higher fidelity cali-
bration has been carried out as follows: some efficient
configurations have been chosen and CFD analyses
(RANS models) have been performed on these wings-
fuselage configurations. As a result, a more accurate
calibration was conducted where the constraints and
the boundaries of the design space (defined in the po-
tential optimization procedure) are taken into account;
typical examples are limitations on the maximum geo-
metrical twist of the front wing tip regions or limits on
the minimum tip chord length. The analysis allowed
us to identify some local transonic critical issues of a
boxwing; for example, it was possible to evaluate the
effects of the wing-fuselage fillet on the global perfor-
mance, or the complex interaction phenomena between
the wings and the lateral vertical wing on tip zones,
etc. The final result of the whole procedure is a narrow
group of configurations that satisfy requirements and
constraints, to be analyzed with the CFD accuracy in
the transonic range.

4. On the transonic aerodynamic of PARSIFAL

A CFD analysis campaign has been performed on
the reference configurations in order to calibrate the
first solution based on potential aerodynamic opti-
mization and, also, to isolate the critical issues due
to the influence of shock waves on the aircraft perfor-
mance in cruise flight. The reference configuration has
no correlation with the final design of PARSIFAL. The
analyses campaign has also been set for investigating
the boxwing aerodynamic behavior in detail in tran-
sonic flight condition, where the level of knowledge is
low. The most relevant parameters investigated are
wing loading, cruise Mach number, sweep angles and
local geometrical details. The selected supercritical
airfoils for the reference configurations belong to the
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Figure 6. Three plane view of a reference PARSIFAL configuration

NASA SC2 family. The starting reference configura-
tion has been analyzed at cruise Mach equal to 0.85,
in order to enhance several critical issues in transonic
regime, like high twist angles and interaction between
wings and tip-wings; then, a set of modifications have
been conducted in order to arrive in cascade to ref-
erence configurations in the operative conditions with
minimized effects of Drag Rise, or without remarkable
local detrimental effects. As shown in Figure 7a, the
front wing has a wide area in the tip region where an
extensive and detrimental shock induces separation of
the boundary layer, that extends also on the lower part
of the vertical tip-wing.

The transonic analyses have been performed with
STAR-CCM+ software and a supercomputer of Cu-
bit s.c.a.r.l.; a calibration activity on the meshes was
performed starting from 110 million cells to 10 million
cells, for a half model of the aircraft; 30-40 million
cells proved to be the best compromise. This first
analysis gave many relevant starting information on
the high loaded tip behavior in the transonic flight.
Afterwards, some sequential modifications have been
applied in order to identify the intervals in which the
design parameters are allowed to vary; these results
were the input for a second stage optimization. The
information collected in these analyses on several de-
sign parameters, allowed to isolate the main critical
issues for the boxwing in transonic flight, and also to
design some starting reference configurations with per-
formance higher than the first configurations analyzed,
as shown in the example in Figure 8. These configura-
tions will represent the basis for the following aerody-

namic development and optimization of the aircraft.

5. Concluding remarks

PARSIFAL is a research project financed by the Eu-
ropean Community in the framework of Horizon 2020.
The project aims to design an aircraft with a span
limited to 36m in order to operate from ICAO-C air-
ports but with a capacity of transporting 250-350 pas-
sengers. The paper reports some information on the
worldwide air traffic that justify the design require-
ments of the project and an initial configuration has
been identified in this regard. Some preliminary ac-
tivities conducted on the optimization of the aerody-
namic shape have been briefly presented; one of the
lessons learned is that a subsonic analysis, also cali-
brated, of a PrandtlPlane in transonic flight is totally
inapplicable; a second lesson is that the CFD analyses
in the transonic range need to be conducted by means
of supercomputer, on models of very high resolution,
in order to avoid wrong conclusions on the transonic
effects.
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(a) Starting reference configuration

(b) Modifications on front wing tip

Figure 7. Mach contours
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